For background on Thomas Berry

This installment (Part 4) will cover the question – What is Thomas Berry’s contribution? Thomas Berry, C.P., PhD (1914 – 2009), is considered one of the most eminent cultural historians of our time. He was among of the first religious leaders to suggest that Earth’s ecological crisis was primarily a spiritual crisis. Thomas laid out a plan on how humans can move from being a disrupting force on the Earth to being a blessing. This transition is what he called the Great Work of our time. Understanding his insights and exploring the principles of the Great Work can enrich our conversation.

Start Here:

Watch this 15 minute tribute to Thomas Berry, an inspiration for Ladauto Si and the Story of the Universe film.


If you want to go deeper:

Go to the Thomas Berry thomasberry.org

View his lecture, The Twelve Principles and others of your choice http://thomasberry.org/publications-and-media/thomas-berry-the-twelve-principles

In this lecture from 1984 Thomas sketches out "Twelve Principles for Understanding the Universe and the Role of the Human in the Universe Process", which, in their scope, touch on many of the foundational ideas central to his thinking and life work.